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Study Design Systematic review.
Objective To determine the incidence, pathogenesis, and clinical outcomes related to
neurogenic fevers following traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI).
Methods A systematic review of the literature was performed on thermodysregulation secondary to acute traumatic SCI in adult patients. A literature search was
performed using PubMed (MEDLINE), Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials,
and Scopus. Using strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, seven relevant articles were
obtained.
Results The incidence of fever of all origins (both known and unknown) after SCI
ranged from 22.5 to 71.7% with a mean incidence of 50.6% and a median incidence of
50.0%. The incidence of fever of unknown origin (neurogenic fever) ranged from 2.6 to
27.8% with a mean incidence of 8.0% and a median incidence of 4.7%. Cervical and
thoracic spinal injuries were more commonly associated with fever than lumbar injuries.
In addition, complete injuries had a higher incidence of fever than incomplete injuries.
The pathogenesis of neurogenic fever after acute SCI is not thoroughly understood.
Conclusion Neurogenic fevers are relatively common following an acute SCI; however,
there is little in the scientiﬁc literature to help physicians prevent or treat this condition.
The paucity of research underscored by this review demonstrates the need for further
studies with larger sample sizes, focusing on incidence rate, clinical outcomes, and
pathogenesis of neurogenic fever following acute traumatic SCI.

Introduction
With a reported incidence ranging from 38.5 to 71.7% and a
mean incidence of 48.9%, the presence of a fever is common
following an acute spinal cord injury (SCI).1–4 Patients with
acute traumatic SCI are at increased risk of fever because of
thermoregulatory abnormalities arising from dysfunction of
the autonomic system. Febrile complications of SCI have the
following etiologies: infections (urinary tract, pulmonary,
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upper respiratory tract, soft tissues, gastrointestinal, and
spinal abscess), deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, colitis, heterotopic ossiﬁcation, and drug fevers.1–5 The
most common identiﬁable cause of fever is urinary tract
infection.1,3,4,6–9
Despite the many documented known origins of fever,
there are also cases with no identiﬁable origin. Many have
argued that fevers of unknown origin may be classiﬁed as
neurogenic and may be attributed to impairment of
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Studies describing only known causes of hyperthermia or
pyrexia after SCI were excluded, as were all pediatric cases
(patients younger than 19 years of age), editorials, and
opinion articles.

Study Finalization

Fig. 1 Flowchart illustrating the systematic review methodology and
article selection process.

autonomic function.10 Neurogenic fever is currently a diagnosis of exclusion, assigned after all possible alternative
etiologies have been ruled out.11,12 The purpose of this
systematic review is to analyze and provide clinical guidelines
to study the incidence, pathogenesis, clinical outcomes, and
management options for patients with neurogenic fever and
acute traumatic SCI.

Methods
Study Search
A systematic review of the literature on neurogenic fever and
SCI was performed using PubMed (MEDLINE), Cochrane
Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Scopus (EMBASE,
MEDLINE, COMPENDEX). No restrictions were placed on
publication date. Utilizing PubMed, the following Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH)/Index terms were entered: “Spinal
Cord Injuries”[Mesh] and “Fever”[Mesh]. Additionally, the
following terms were searched in each database: “spinal
cord,” “pyrexia,” and “hyperthermia.” After removing duplicates, 1,503 articles were collected.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The primary requirement for inclusion was the description of
one or more cases of a febrile episode of unknown etiology
following SCI. For the purposes of this review, we focused on
the reports that deﬁned a febrile episode as greater than or
equal to 100°F (37.7°C). Cases that presented unidentiﬁable
fever after SCI in addition to other associated events were
included. Only seven results were found that met our
inclusion criteria.
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Details of the systematic review methodology are shown
in ►Fig. 1. The 1,503 articles were screened ﬁrst by title and
second by abstract to remove irrelevant studies. The full
texts of the remaining 131 articles were subsequently
screened. Of those articles, 8 texts were not in the English
language, and 120 were irrelevant. Finally, 4 additional
studies not obtained in the original search were introduced.
The ﬁnal 7 studies (►Table 1) were reviewed for the
following clinical data: minimum temperature required
for fever; recorded time of fever; number of patients
presenting with fever; total number of febrile events in
all patients with SCI; incidence percentage of fever; mean
length of stay, acute or rehab; number of patients with fever
of unknown origin; average duration of fever of unknown
origin; American Spinal Injury Association Impairment
Score; nature and frequency of unsuccessful treatment
attempts; and cause of death. The incidence of fever of
unknown origin was calculated by dividing the number of
patients with fever of unidentiﬁable etiology by the total
number of patients with SCI who presented with fever. The
terms mentioned previously were then extracted into
evidence tables.
The objective of this review was to answer the following
questions:
1. What is the incidence of thermoregulatory dysfunction of
known and unknown causes following acute traumatic
SCI?
2. What are the clinical outcomes and consequences of fever
of neurogenic origin in acute traumatic SCI?
3. What is the possible pathogenesis of neurogenic fever after
acute traumatic SCI?
4. What does translational research demonstrate about
thermoregulatory dysfunction following SCI?

Results
Incidence of Thermoregulatory Dysfunction of Known
and Unknown Causes following Acute Traumatic Spinal
Cord Injury
Acute traumatic SCI has an incidence rate in the United States
of 12,000 cases per year.13 The mean length of hospital stay
ranges from 55 to 83 days.1–3 Thermoregulatory dysfunction
is deﬁned as the impairment of temperature regulation and
includes hyperthermia as well as hypothermia, with the
former condition more common in traumatic SCI.14 Fever of
various known and unknown origins may occur in
SCI. ►Table 1 summarizes the results of all seven studies.
The incidence of all fever and fever of unknown origin after
SCI is depicted in ►Fig. 2. The incidence of fever of all (known
and unknown) origins is reported to be as high as 71.7%,
ranging from 22.5 to 71.7% with a mean incidence of 50.6%
and a median incidence of 50.0%.1–4 The incidence of fever of
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Commichau37

McKinley5

Rehab

Retrospective

Retrospective
392

18

70

46

40

48

387
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129
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NR
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 38°C

Definition of fever

Abbreviations: LOS, length of stay; NR, not recorded; SCI, spinal cord injury.
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Table 1 Case series of fever following acute traumatic SCI
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Table 2 Relation of fever to level and extent of spinal cord injury
Primary author
Beraldo4

Colachis2

Unsal-Delialioglu3

No. of cervical

44/129
(34.1%)

50/71
(70.4%)

80/392
(20.4%)

No. of thoracic

85/129
(65.9%)

21/71
(29.6%)

236/392
(60.2%)

No. of lumbar

0

0

76/392
(19.4%)

No. of
complete

75/129
(58.1%)

63/71
(88.7%)

205/392
(52.3%)

No. of
incomplete

54/129
(41.9%)

8/71
(11.3%)

187/392
(47.7%)

Level of injury

Extent of injury

Fig. 2 Incidence of fever of all known and unknown origins after
traumatic spinal cord injury.

unknown origin ranges from 2.6 to 27.8%, with a mean
incidence of 8.0% and a median incidence of 4.7%.1–4 In
patients with SCI, fever of unknown origin is often attributed
to neurogenic sources, following extensive investigation of its
possible causes.
The relation of fever to the level and extent of SCI is
represented in ►Table 2. In a report by Colachis and Otis
exploring the topic of fever following spinal injury, complete
injuries were more common (63) than incomplete (8) injuries. Cervical SCIs were the most common level (50 cases),
followed by thoracic (21 cases) levels. No SCI cases were
observed at the lumbar level. Of the 156 patients in this study,
71 were considered at risk for developing thermoregulatory
dysfunction and 60 experienced one or more febrile episodes.2 In another study by Unsal-Delialioglu et al, thoracic
lesions were most common (236 patients), followed by
cervical lesions (80 cases) and lumbar lesions (76 cases).3
Two hundred ﬁve patients had complete lesions, and the
other 187 patients’ lesions were incomplete. Ulger et al
reported ﬁve cases of fever of unknown origin, all at the
cervical level (►Table 3).10 Most sources have consistently
indicated that the incidence of fever is signiﬁcantly higher in
patients with complete SCI compared with patients with
incomplete SCI.2–4,14

Clinical Outcomes of Thermoregulation Dysfunction
and Neurogenic Fever in Acute Traumatic Spinal Cord
Injury
Behavioral characteristics of thermoregulatory dysfunction
include altered posture or creating a thermal environment
with insulating clothing. Some physical changes that may
occur in the thermoregulatory-impaired patient include
various temperature adjustments: vasomotor alterations,
sweating, and both shivering and nonshivering measures of
thermogenesis.15
Ulger et al described ﬁve subjects with thermodysregulation following traumatic SCI, all resulting in death (►Table 3).
None of the subjects had known traumatic brain injuries,
although one may have experienced an anoxic brain injury
from drowning. Four of the ﬁve died of cardiac arrest, and the
ﬁfth had no stated cause of death. The average duration of
fever was 5.2 days.10 Although this small case series sounds a
cautionary note regarding the prognosis of patients with
acute traumatic SCI with fever of unknown etiology, it
remains unknown whether such patients have a worse
prognosis compared with patients with acute traumatic SCI
with fever of known origin.1–4
According to Colachis and Otis, fever duration for patients
with SCI during acute care was signiﬁcantly longer (4.9 days)

Table 3 Case reports of fatal undiagnosed fever following cervical spinal cord injury (Ulger et al10)
No.

Sex

Age (y)

SCI levels

ASIA score

Duration
of fever (d)

Failed treatments

Cause of death

1

M

39

C5, C6

A

5

Dopamine

Cardiac arrest

2

M

50

C5, C6

A

6

Dopamine

Cardiac arrest

3

M

52

C6

A

3

Antipyretic and
inotropic agents

No cause stated

4

M

40

C5

A

5

Antipyretic agents, supplemental
ﬂuids, and cooling agents (ice packs)

Cardiac arrest

5

M

29

C1, C4, C5

A

7

Dopamine, antipyretic agents, and
cooling agents (ice packs)

Cardiac arrest

Abbreviation: ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association; SCI, spinal cord injury.
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than during the rehabilitation period (1.9 days).2 McKinley et
al observed average maximal temperatures for fevers of both
identiﬁed and unidentiﬁed etiologies during both the acute
and rehabilitation phases.5 During acute care, the maximum
average unidentiﬁed fever temperature was 101.18°F, and the
maximum average identiﬁed fever temperature was 102.58°
F. During rehabilitation, however, the maximum average
unidentiﬁed fever temperature was 101.78°F, and the maximum average identiﬁed fever temperature was 101.58°F.
Thus, the average maximum temperature of patients with
unidentiﬁed fever reported during rehabilitation was greater
than the average maximum temperature reported during
acute care. This investigation noted a trend toward higher
temperatures with increased time from original injury. It also
found that the duration of documented fever was shorter
during rehab than during acute care (1.3 days in rehabilitation
versus 2.2 days in acute care).5

Pathogenesis of Neurogenic Fever after Acute
Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury
Exposure to extreme high or low temperature changes can
result in either hyperthermia or hypothermia.16 Sugarman
et al originated the term quadriplegic fever for prolonged
periods of hyperthermia lasting up to several months following acute traumatic SCI.1 In a study conducted by Pollock et al,
patients with cervical spinal cord injuries were exposed to a
warm water bath (102.5°F) for 40 to 45 minutes.17 The
authors then compared temperatures of their subjects with
those of a control group of able-bodied individuals immersed
in warm water of identical temperature for the same duration
of time. Results demonstrated the patients with SCI experienced a core temperature increase of 3.6°F compared with
1.6°F for the control group. These ﬁndings are consistent with
impaired thermoregulation in patients with SCI.17
It is generally recognized that patients who become
paraplegic or tetraplegic following SCI are more likely to
develop fever due to lack of temperature regulation. Their
fever results from the derangement of thermoregulated
functions such as vasoconstriction, vasodilatation, and
sweating.15 After injury to the spinal cord, the afferent
pathways from the hypothalamus (the thermoregulatory
control center) may be interrupted, resulting in abnormal
temperature regulation. Colachis and Otis reported that
injuries above level T6 resulted in autonomic dysregulation. 2 Guttman et al similarly found that patients with
complete lesions above the thoracic sympathetic outﬂow
were unable to regulate their body temperature.18 Thus,
the level of the lesion affects the amount of loss of thermoregulatory control.19

Translational Research on Thermoregulatory
Dysfunction Subsequent to Spinal Cord Injury
Several translational studies have examined the correlation
between SCI and fever. In a trial by Yu et al, hyperthermia was
induced in rats with injured spinal cords by placing the
animals in a thermoregulated Plexiglas container (Arkema,
Colombes, France).20 Thirty minutes after induced trauma to
the rats’ spinal cords, the core temperatures of the animals

Savage et al.

increased from a baseline of 37 to 39.5°C and held for a 4-hour
period. When compared with normothermic (37°C) animals,
traumatized rats that underwent an induced core temperature increase for the second time showed worse outcomes in
both behavioral and histopathologic measures.20 The translational study by Basso et al followed the locomotor activity in
hypothermic and normothermic spinal cord–injured rats.21
The authors found that with elevated temperatures, the
hypothermic rats had signiﬁcantly less locomotor recovery
over the 44-day observation period compared with the
normothermic SCI rats.21 These two studies suggest that
febrile responses associated with SCI may result in worse
outcomes.
A third translational study by Das et al used a rat model to
show that hypothermia is a possible complication following
SCI.22 They compared the neurologic recovery of rats with a
50 to 60% lesion of their spinal cord, an 80 to 90% lesion, and a
100% lesion (complete severing) of their spinal cord: 18% of
the rats with a 50 to 60% lesion, 19% of the rats with an 80 to
90% lesion, and 28% of the rats with a 100% lesion experienced
hypothermia after injury.22

Discussion
A neurogenic fever occurs in approximately 1 of every 20 to 25
patients who sustain an acute SCI; however, despite the
relative frequency of this condition, there is little in the
scientiﬁc literature to help physicians prevent or treat it.
The paucity of research underscored by this review demonstrates the need for further studies with larger sample sizes,
focusing on the incidence rate, clinical outcomes, and pathogenesis of neurogenic fever following acute traumatic SCI.
Febrile events that occur as a result of hyperthermia are
most frequently characterized by an elevation in the core
body temperature, at or above 37.7°C.2,3,5 When associated
with SCI, these febrile events can occur at any point during the
acute care phase, the inpatient rehabilitation period, or after
discharge from the hospital.5
Colachis and Otis found that all cases of SCI above the
major splanchnic sympathetic outﬂow (levels T4–T6)
resulted in autonomic dysregulation.2 Accordingly, individuals with traumatic upper thoracic and cervical SCI are also
more susceptible to core body temperature changes from
alterations in the external environment.2 This ﬁnding is
important for predicting and anticipating patients who may
be at high risk for thermodysregulation. Future studies would
beneﬁt from closely examining patients with SCI with injuries
above level T6 for possible thermodysregulation.
Translational studies demonstrate the importance of maintaining a normothermic temperature in SCI. Yu et al observed
that animals kept at a higher temperature (39.5°C) experienced
greater neurologic deﬁcits than those maintained at normal
rectal temperature (37°C).20 Even mild hyperthermia after SCI
can potentially compromise functional outcome and exacerbate
tissue damage. Accordingly, steps should be taken to prevent
detrimental hyperthermia following SCI.20
Das et al demonstrated that up to 28% of rats with an SCI
developed hypothermia; however, it is unclear if the
Global Spine Journal
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autonomic dysregulation leads to increased mortality,
because the rats were commonly sacriﬁced shortly after the
induced injury.22
Studies examining temperature regulation in patients
with traumatic brain injury (TBI) could potentially provide
insight into understanding the mechanisms and treatment
options for patients with neurogenic fever in SCI. Following
TBI, patients exhibited high temperatures, bradycardia, lack
of sweating, as well as plateaulike temperature curves that
could persist for weeks and be resistant to antipyretic medications.23–26 It has also been reported that patients with TBI
are at a greater risk for a secondary injury. Holtzclaw found
that for every 1°C rise in body temperature, there is a 13%
increase in the metabolic rate. This signiﬁcant increase,
resulting in increased stress on energy reserves, may contribute to secondary metabolic injuries.27
The mechanism by which fever occurs after SCI has not been
fully elucidated. Because the hypothalamus is the key center in
the brain involved in thermoregulation, any damage to this area
often results in thermodysregulation, especially hyperthermia.7
When accompanied by damage to the focal centers in the pons,
damage to the hypothalamic preoptic area (POA) may cause
thermal increases in the central nervous system.28 The POA
receives thermosensory information, which rises from the skin
thermoreceptors through the spinal cord to this area in the
hypothalamus. It also receives information from pyrogenic
signals of prostaglandin E2 produced in response to infection.29
Guieu and Hardy studied the activity of the POA in rabbits while
manually controlling the internal temperature of both the POA
and the spinal cord through the use of a thermode. Their results
demonstrated that temperature changes in the spinal cord
affected the thermoregulatory neurons in the POA. The ﬁndings
from this study suggest that temperature-sensitive neurons
within the spinal cord can sense changes in temperature within
the cord itself.30 Thus, nerve damage that occurs during a
traumatic SCI may lead to the observed thermodysregulation
seen in patients experiencing neurogenic fever independent of
the sympathetic system. Other studies have hypothesized that
the occurrence of blood within the cerebrospinal ﬂuid, notably
the intraventricular spaces, can result in increased central
nervous system temperature, producing fever. Neurotransmitter
release, accelerated free radical production, increased intracellular glutamate concentration, and sensitivity of neurons to
excitotoxic injury can also contribute to increases in internal
temperature.31–33 Further studies are needed to determine if
laboratory analysis should be undertaken to examine neurotransmitter release, glutamate levels, inﬂammatory markers,
and indicators of hypothalamic upregulation in patients with
SCI with a fever of unknown origin. Quantiﬁcation of these
values may provide signiﬁcant leads in developing further
theories on the pathogenesis of neurogenic fever. It is anticipated
that greater understanding of the mechanism behind neurogenic fever following SCI will lead to more effective treatment for
this group of severely injured patients.
Thompson et al developed an algorithm to diagnose
neurogenic fever following TBI.12 To date, no such systematic algorithm has been proposed or generally accepted for
fever subsequent to traumatic SCI; the authors’ proposed
Global Spine Journal
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Fig. 3 Algorithm for the diagnosis of neurogenic fever following
traumatic spinal cord injury. Abbreviations: DVT, deep venous
thrombosis; HO, heterotopic ossiﬁcation; PE, pulmonary embolism.

algorithm for the diagnosis of neurogenic fever after a SCI is
shown in ►Fig. 3. Before a diagnosis of neurogenic fever can
be made, an exhaustive systematic search for infection and
other febrile causes should be undertaken. For example, all
potential sources of infection must be evaluated and ruled
out, both within the wound (abscesses, osteomyelitis,
among others) and systemically (i.e., urinary, blood, and
so on). In addition, noninfectious causes of fever such as
deep vein thromboses, pulmonary emboli, and heterotrophic ossiﬁcations must be eliminated. Even after this
extensive methodology is undertaken, neurogenic fever is
likely to remain a diagnosis by exclusion.12 This approach
for diagnosing neurogenic fever has several drawbacks
because it requires a signiﬁcant number of tests, numerous
invasive procedures, greater pain, and possible inhibition
of functional improvement due to the delayed diagnosis.

Neurogenic Fever after Acute Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury
Furthermore, the increased cost, time, and effort for both
patient and physician results in prolonged acute care
hospitalization and delayed transfer to rehabilitation.12,34
A greater understanding of the possible mechanisms for
fever following SCI is essential, because thermodysregulation
can lead to worse patient outcomes with prolonged febrile
events.30 Currently, there are no measures known to be
effective in treating neurogenic fever. Because many
documented cases have resulted in incomplete information
obtained prior to patient demise, physicians are challenged to
develop treatment options in the setting of unknown
etiology.10 In the brain injury population, several cases
have shown partial success with use of external-cooling
methods until a proper cause of fever is identiﬁed. Additionally, the following drugs have been reported as successful in
treating neurogenic fever in TBI patients: bromocriptine,
amantadine, dantrolene, and propranolol.12
Our review was limited by the relatively low number of
high-quality clinical investigations and by inconsistent deﬁnitions of fever, ranging from 100 to 101.5°F. Because of the
limited number and heterogeneity of available studies, a
quantitative analysis establishing the clinical outcomes
associated with neurogenic fever after an SCI could not be
completed. After a review of the available literature with a
biostatistician, it was decided that systematically reporting
the results of the individual studies was the best way to
present the available data. Examples of the heterogeneous
nature of the studies were case series including patients with
a neurogenic fever after an SCI and others that included all
patients with fevers but did not necessary identify the total
number of patients with SCI. In addition, only three studies
documented the number of complete versus incomplete
lesions and the number of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar
injuries (►Table 2). Finally, although many articles did not
mention the possibility of TBI in addition to SCI in patients,
dual diagnoses represent an important but largely unknown
confounding factor in these studies. Over the past 15 years,
incidence rates of 24 to 59% have been given for presence of
acute SCI with simultaneous TBI.35 However, recent reports
suggested that this percentage may be underestimated, offering rates of 60 to 74% and even higher rates of TBI among
those with cervical injuries.36,37
Although the inability to perform a quantitative systematic
review is a signiﬁcant limitation of this study, the results
should spur further high-level research on neurogenic fevers
after an SCI. Unfortunately, without further analysis a truly
evidenced-based discussion with the patient and family is
impossible. To our knowledge, this review provides the most
comprehensive summation of the literature on this complex
topic to date—providing physicians both with a foundation for
patient care and future research.

tion of traumatic SCI. Most fevers have an identiﬁable cause, with
urinary tract infection being the most common etiology. Based
on the current literature, neurogenic fever occurs in 4 to 5% of
patients with acute traumatic SCI. The mechanism of neurogenic
fever following SCI is yet to be deﬁned. Due to the small number
of patients reported in published case series, the impact of
neurogenic fever on mortality, length of stay, and neurologic
recovery also remains unknown. Further studies are needed to
better deﬁne the relationship between neurogenic fever and
important clinical outcomes.
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